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 Subject:    Learn English in Malta

1. True or False?

a. Malta was under British rule in the 17th Century.

b. Nearly 90% of Maltese people speak English fluently. 

c. Language schools in Malta are known for their focus on immersive learning. 

d. Malta isn’t a part of the European Union.

e. Malta’s language schools rarely offer discounts.

Answer Key: a. false; b. true; c. true; d. false; e. false

2. Match the words with their synonyms.

assure • recognisable • influence • fluent • crucial

a. articulate

b. ensure

c. affect

d. familiar

e. critical

Answer Key: a. fluent; b. assure; c. influence; d. recognisable; e. crucial

3. Find one mistake in each sentence and correct it.

a. The British cultural legacy in Malta go beyond language.

b. With over 40 well-established schools to choose from catering to all ages and levels of proficiency, you will have plenty of 
consider when making your choice of institution.

c. These courses are tailored to meet various needs, from enchanting general language proficiency to focusing on specific skills.

d. Language schools in Malta often provide discounts and special promotions, such as nearly bird offers and last-minute deals. 

e. The student body is diverse, with significantly numbers coming from non-EU countries, including Colombia, South Korea and 
Chile, who often stay for extended periods.

Answer Key: a. go – goes; b. plenty of consider – plenty to consider; c. enchanting – enhancing; 
d. nearly bird – early bird; e. significantly – significant 
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4. Fill in the gaps with the correct words from the article.

a. There are over 40 w___-e_______d language schools in Malta.

b. The British influence is still v_____e in Malta.

c. Maltese English schools have received n_____s awards.

d. Potential students should be aware of the a_______l costs of learning English in Malta.

e. A s________t number of students come to Malta from non-EU countries.

Answer Key: a. well-established; b. visible; c. numerous; d. additional; e. significant 

5. Match the words to form phrases and collocations found in the article. 

real-life • high-quality • meet • bear • international

a. in mind

b. services

c. needs

d. students

e. scenarios
Answer Key: a. bear; b. high-quality; c. meet; d. international; e. real-life 

6. Match the parts of the sentences.

a. Malta’s English language schools are renowned…

b. Course prices are influenced by the course type, intensity, and duration…

c. Occasional discounts on lodging, such as reductions on school apartments until a certain date…

d. Malta’s rich linguistic landscape…

I. with a General English programme costing between €700 to €1,000 for 4 weeks, while an Intensive English course may range 
from €800 to €7,000 for a duration of 4 to 24 weeks.

II. is deeply influenced by its history, particularly its period under British rule from 1800 to 1964.

III. for their innovative teaching methods and state-of-the-art resources.

IV. can also help lower the overall cost of an educational stay in Malta.

Answer Key: a. III; b. I; c. IV; d. II


